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Abstract RPL is the IETF standardized IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low-
power and lossy networks (LLNs). The major effort is therefore made on han-
dling low data rate traffic. Meanwhile, the Internet of Multimedia Things
(IoMT) emerged as one hot topic of the Internet of Things (IoT). In LLNs,
providing a descent quality of service (QoS) along with a user quality of expe-
rience (QoE) for multimedia applications is challenging. High bandwidth and
significant computation capabilities are necessary while LLNs are very resource
constrained. To raise the available bandwidth to accommodate high data rate
applications, we propose to simultaneously transmit a flow on multiple dis-
joint paths. To do so, we exploit the DODAG structure, already maintained
by RPL, to build disjoint paths without incurring extra overhead. To reduce
the amount of data to send while considering the low computation resources of
video sensors, we propose to apply a priority-based low-complexity encoding
scheme on the captured pictures. Highest priority data can be replicated on
more than one path. Our conducted experiments using simulations as well as
a real testbed show that the best QoS and QoE are obtained when multiple
paths are used along with the replication of highest priority data packets.
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1 Introduction

The Internet of Multimedia Things (IoMT) has experienced a tremendous de-
velopment in recent years [29]. It is envisioned to play a key role in several
areas such as industrial IoT, smart agriculture, smart building, smart cities
and smart grid. However, IoMT applications have more stringent requirements
than traditional IoT in terms of both quality of service (QoS) and quality of ex-
perience (QoE). When dealing with multimedia applications in wireless sensor
networks (WSNs), one of the building blocks of the IoT, the problem becomes
even more difficult. Handling high data rates is impeded by the network limited
resources.

Routing Protocol for Low-power and lossy networks (LLNs), RPL is an
IPv6 distance vector proactive routing protocol standardized by the IETF [3].
It builds a directed-oriented acyclic graph (DODAG) rooted at the Sink where
each node selects a set of parents that lead to the root node based on an
objective function (OF). This tree structure is motivated by the many to one
delivery model that prevail in common WSNs’ applications. Sensor nodes are
generally in charge of reporting information to a central gateway (Sink). More
interesting, this hierarchical structure reduces the size of routing tables.

Notwithstanding the fact that RPL almost meets the requirements of LLNs
to support scalar data transport, it remains difficult to handle real time stream-
ing of video clips since it was mainly targeted to low data rate applica-
tions [14]. To allow for multimedia transport, new objective functions based on
energy [4,27] or free bandwidth [8] have been proposed. These objective func-
tions allow better performance, however, both [4] and [8] do not consider real
video transmission and do not evaluate the user QoE. Authors of [27] made
simulations using H. 264 multimedia trace [32] without assessing the user QoE.
Besides, H. 264 compression is not suited to low-power video sensors [31].

To address the issue of bandwidth scarcity, multipath routing when care-
fully designed is a promising solution to aggregating the bandwidth offered
by multiple paths especially in dense networks [21]. RPL multipath extension
has already been considered in the literature mainly for scalar data report-
ing and mostly make use of braided (non-disjoint) paths [13, 17, 35]. In this
paper, we propose a new extension of RPL to allow building and the use of
disjoint multiple routes. Our extension uses existing RPL control messages
to insure disjointness rather than leveraging the multi-instance opportunity
provided by RPL as done by authors of [7]. As for [11], complete disjointness
can be achieved using a detection mechanism at a common node during data
transfer. This is allowed by the fact that these routes are used in a replica-
tion scenario. In our work, disjointness is guaranteed before data transmission,
hence allowing for load-balancing strategies.

Extra bandwidth gained through the use of our disjoint multipath routing
is not sufficient with respect to WSN’s limitations. This is why, low complex-
ity data reduction must be carried out at the video sources. This way, the
quantity of the data to transmit is reduced as well as the required energy to
deliver it to its final destination [15,28]. Since widely used standard video en-
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coding techniques such as MPEG-4, H.263 or H.264 do not fit sensor nodes
constraints [31], we suggest to use a low-complexity video encoding technique
more adapted to LLNs. We mainly make use of fast pruned DCT [24] where
only a subset of its coefficients (lower frequency) are computed using opti-
mized integer operations. In addition to this intra-frame compression, a low
cost inter-frame encoding is provided to further reduce the amount of data
to be reported. A priority encoding and packetization is also proposed. To
compensate for the distortion caused by this so lossy compression, one may
rely on the computational power of the Sink for an optimal reconstruction
of the received images. Advanced reconstruction methods even based on ma-
chine learning can be applied. In our experiments, we made use of a simple
algorithm [37] to inpaint the lost pixels to further improve the QoE of our
multimedia application.

Our performance evaluation is conducted using both simulation and real
sensor testbed (IoT-LAB [1]). We mainly assess the improvement offered by
our disjoint multipath routing along with a priority-based transmission strat-
egy when compared to one-path RPL. The traffic trace model is adopted to
emulate the transmission of real video flows using an actual video encoder.
Pure simulation evaluation may not fairly reproduce real-life scenarios and
may not provide appropriate measures to assess the performances of a given
proposal. QoS metrics such as PDR (Packets Delivery Ratio) remain pure
network related measures that give limited insight into the video quality as
perceived by a human and do not capture its related subjective factors. Human
Perception can be assessed using QoE measures such as PSNR (Peak Signal
to Noise Ratio) which can be mapped onto the MOS (Mean Opinion Score)
measure and the structural similarity index (SSIM) [41].

This paper is organized as follows. An overview on the related work is
given in Section 2. Then, our disjoint multipath RPL (DM-RPL) protocol is
presented in Section 3. The low-complexity compression method is presented
in Section 4. The evaluated scenarios and the obtained results are discussed
in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper with some future directions.

2 Related Work

RPL [3] is the IETF standardized IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low-power and
lossy networks (LLNs). Based on an objective function, each node chooses a
set of parents with one designated as the preferred parent which results in
a DODAG structure rooted at the Sink. Packets intended for the Sink are
forwarded to the preferred parent. Two objective functions namely, Minimum
Rank with Hysteresis Objective Function (MRHOF) [40] and Objective Func-
tion Zero (OF0) [38] are predefined. The former is based on ETX (Expected
Transmission Count) metric [9] and the latter on the number of hops. The
DODAG structure is maintained through the use of ICMPv6 control pack-
ets. The DODAG Information Object (DIO) is used to maintain the DODAG
structure as it carries information that allows to select a parents set. Each
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node computes its rank, representing its position within the DODAG, using
the OF. The preferred parent for a node is the one that allows obtaining the
lowest rank. The Destination Advertisement Object (DAO) is used to propa-
gate destination information upward the DODAG. The DODAG Information
Solicitation (DIS) may be used by a node to solicit a DIO or to probe its
neighborhood.

Since RPL was chiefly designed to meet the requirements of LLNs, the
major effort is made on handling low data rate traffic. However, modern ap-
plications are increasingly involving high speed sensing and reporting due to
the growing number of sensors along with higher data acquisition frequency.
Under heavy traffic, RPL may suffer from severe congestion [16]. As a result,
high data loss rates, significant energy expenditure and a bad QoE are expe-
rienced especially when real time video delivery is required [14]. Based on the
fact that most of losses in the presence of heavy traffic are the consequence
of congestion, [16] proposed that a node chooses its parent based on queue
utilization of its neighbor nodes as well as its hop count to the Sink. [34] em-
phasized the fact that the produced DAGs based on objective functions may
not utilize the full network capacity and proposed to combine RPL object func-
tion with backpressure routing. One of the proposed algorithms is targeted to
time-varying data traffic loads.

New objective functions were also proposed in the literature to allow bet-
ter performance in the context of multimedia applications. The authors in [4]
designed an enhanced version of RPL called Green-RPL in an attempt to mini-
mize energy consumption. Simulation results proved that Green-RPL achieves
better QoS performances in terms of energy, PDR and delay. However, the
simulations are not performed using real video flows which did not allow eval-
uating the user QoE. In [27], a new objective function based on the remaining
energy is developed. Simulation results proved that this technique extends the
network lifetime compared to ETX-based RPL. However, the adopted H.264
compression technique is not suitable for sensor nodes and the user QoE was
not evaluated. To meet the requirements of multimedia applications, [8] pro-
posed FreeBW-RPL that uses a new objective function that estimates the
maximum available bandwidth. Performance analyses showed that FreeBW-
RPL improves upon the predefined RPL objective functions in terms of PDR,
energy consumption, throughput and delay. However, once again, the authors
did not consider QoE metrics that are decisive in evaluating the quality of the
video received by the end users.

With regard to high data rate applications, routing protocols need to lever-
age the WSN density to augment its capacity by implying more nodes in the
data transfer. Multipath routing is a good candidate to allow for bandwidth ag-
gregation [6]. Load distribution in multipath routing can result in even energy
consumption among sensors which improves the network lifetime by delaying
the appearance of network partition. There is an abundant literature on multi-
path routing in adhoc wireless networks. Regarding WSNs and the particular
case of a convergecast scenario, [23] leveraged the tree structure to discover
extra paths with minimal overhead. As for RPL, multipath extensions have
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been proposed where additional paths may serve for backup [2], balance traffic
when bottleneck nodes are identified [13,19,26,43], improve reliability through
replication [17] or avoid/control network congestion [20,35, 42]. All the above
multipath routing are opportunistic and have one hop look-ahead. More re-
cently, to improve reliability, multipath-based replication strategies are studied
in [11, 17]. In [17], a non common ancestor alternate parent selection is pro-
posed to allow for disjoint paths without guaranteeing complete disjointness.
In [11], the Controlled Scenario is suggested to allow replicas that cross a com-
mon node to follow different paths which grants them disjoint paths. It is worth
noting that this detection mechanism is made possible by the fact that these
routes are used in a replication scenario. This cannot benefit load-balancing
scenarios that aim to increase the available bandwidth rather than improving
reliability. Our proposal allows to build multiple disjoint paths that can be
used concurrently without requiring common node detection mechanism. All
this without additional communication overhead.

To sum up, the above mentioned multipath RPL protocols are targeted to
scalar data transfer and mostly employ braided (non-disjoint) paths. In [7], the
authors exploit the multi-instance opportunity of RPL to build two disjoint
paths to transport compressed video traffic. The first instance adopts MRHOF
and the resulting path is used to transport the highest priority frames while
the second instance uses the shortest path (OF0) to carry low priority frames.
Simulation results showed that multi-instance RPL helps improving the qual-
ity of the received video based on QoS (PDR, jitter and delay) and QoE (PSNR
and SSIM) metrics. However, the adopted scenario with respect to real-time
streaming is unrealistic. In fact, the transmission rate is increased without rais-
ing the frames capture frequency. This does not allow a fair QoE assessment.
Our real-time scenario takes into consideration the availability of the visual
data to transfer. Additionally, we consider priority within each frame instead
of between frames. We argue that in a real time scenario, all captured frames
are of almost same importance especially when the capture frequency has al-
ready been reduced. Finally, rather than multi-instance RPL, our proposal
leverages the existing RPL control messages to grant paths disjointness.

3 Disjoint Multipath RPL (DM-RPL)

High data rate applications such as multimedia ones are bandwidth demand-
ing. Simultaneous use of multiple disjoint paths is a promising solution to offer
additional bandwidth to ensure a good QoS/QoE. We propose to augment RPL
without incurring much more overhead in such a way multiple disjoint paths
are made available for a given source. This is why we build on the already
existing DODAG structure maintained by RPL. We refer to this extension as
DM-RPL for Disjoint Multipath RPL.
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3.1 Network Model

We model our WSN as a connected graph G(V,E) where V is the set of sensor
nodes and E is the set of links connecting them. Sensors are generally in charge
of reporting information to a border router (the Sink), r ∈ V . This delivery
model is known as convergecast or multipoint to point communication. This
is why, based on a relevant objective function, RPL builds and maintains a
DODAG structure rooted at the network Sink. That is, each node x maintains
its set of parents, one being designated as the preferred parent, we refer to
as π(x). When a node has to send a data packet to the Sink, it transfers it
to its preferred parent. The so formed path, noted P+(x), (following child-
preferred parent links) is called the RPL path . The obtained spanning tree
of G rooted at the Sink is noted T (V,ET ). Each tree rooted at a node x ∈ T
where π(x) = r is called a subtree and is noted Tx. Its root x is called a subroot.

3.2 Paths Disjointness

The main challenge in an RPL-based multipath routing is to guarantee dis-
jointness while keeping the related overhead as low as possible. In this paper
we consider disjointness in a per source based.

Lemma 1 In T (V,ET ), a subtree Tx contains one and only one disjoint path
from a source s ∈ Tx to the root r. This path (and the corresponding subtree)
can be uniquely identified by the ID of the subroot x.

Proof (absurd reasoning) In the spanning tree T (V,ET ), there is at least one
path from s to r. Assume that there are two paths from s to r in the subtree
Tx. The two paths will have node x as the penultimate node to reach the tree
root r. This leads to non disjoint paths which is contradictory to the initial
assumption.
As a subtree Tx can be uniquely identified by its root x, then the disjoint path
it contains can be uniquely identified using the ID of x.�

Theorem 1 Let u and v be two nodes in T (V,ET ). If u and v belong to two
different subtrees, then their respective RPL paths P+(u) and P+(v) are node
disjoint : u ∈ Tx ∧ v ∈ Ty ∧ x 6= y ⇒ P+(u) ∩ P+(v) = ∅

Proof Let u ∈ Tx ∧ v ∈ Ty ∧ x 6= y and assume that P+(u) and P+(v) are
not node disjoint, i.e. ∃a ∈ P+(u) ∩ P+(v). It follows that a ∈ Tx ∧ a ∈ Ty
meaning that a has two preferred parents one in Tx and the other in Ty which
leads to a contradiction.�

In DM-RPL, Theorem 1 is used to guarantee the disjointness of paths
used by one source. Each subtree in T contains one and only one disjoint
path [23]. For a given source s, to obtain disjoint paths, in addition to its RPL
path P+(s), it has to designate alternate parents from disjoint subtrees. An
alternate parent v (Figure 1), for instance, can be used by the source s as the
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Fig. 1: Paths Disjointness

next node in another path. Node v forwards received packets via its RPL path
P+(v). To be able to identify the subtree to which belong each node (based on
Lemma 1), we need to propagate the ID of each subroot downward. We suggest
to do that using a new field, we call PID (Path ID), in DIO messages. When
a DIO from the DODAG root is received, a subroot inserts its ID in the PID
field before advertising the obtained DIO to its neighbors. Upon the reception
of a DIO by a regular node (other than root and subroots), it updates its
parents list as suggested by default RPL but additionally it records their PID
before broadcasting it as it is. When the process converges, each node will get
its PID and hence will be aware of its subroot, the last node before the root
as well as the parents leading to the root via disjoint paths. It is worth noting
that DM-RPL correctness relies on the uniqueness of the PID. This can be
achieved using any addressing (naming) scheme where simply the address of
the subroot is used. The main concern is to keep the PID length as short as
possible, this is why we consider an ID instead of the whole (IPv6) address. As
this depends on the addressing strategy adopted in a given WSN, our choices
are presented in Sections 5.2 and 5.3.

To illustrate how DM-RPL operates to propagate PIDs downward using
DIO messages, thus allowing the use of multiple disjoint routes, a simple topol-
ogy with a DODAG structure are shown in Figure 2(a). In this example, we
note the presence of three subtrees rooted at nodes 1, 2 and 3, direct chil-
dren of the root r. These nodes have chosen r as their preferred parent after
receiving a DIO from it. Before broadcasting a DIO, each subroot inserts its
ID in the PID field. Regular nodes (i.e. 4, 5, 6 and 7), upon the reception of
such modified DIO, update the list of their parents and keep track of the cor-
responding PID of each parent. Node 6, for instance, has two disjoint paths
via 2 and 3 respectively. Node 7 can benefit from three paths, the red one is
the RPL path and the two green are the alternate paths.
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Fig. 2: Illustrative examples

3.3 DM-RPL Disjoint Paths Discovery Procedure

The above described mechanism allows to know if a path via a given alternate
parent is disjoint from an RPL path. However, it does not guarantee the exis-
tence of disjoint paths for a given source. Figure 2(b) illustrates one scenario
where all the parents of node 7 have the same PID. This is likely to be the case
in RPL which is commonly known as the Thundering Herd Phenomenon [12]
that occurs mainly when a node with a small rank attracts much more nodes.
This motivates introducing the DM-RPL disjoint paths discovery procedure.
A node x willing to send data using multiple disjoint paths that has only par-
ents with the same PID, enters the disjoint paths discovery procedure upon
the reception of ∆ consecutive DIO messages. Whenever, no new PIDs are
obtained during this period, the next DIO is propagated with the flag field set
to π(x), the preferred parent of this node. On the reception of a such DIO, an
alternate parent (node y 6= π(x)) will replace its preferred parent by another
one with a different PID than its own. For instance, in Figure 2(b), nodes 4
and 6 change their preferred parent from 2 to 1 and 3 respectively as their
PID is different from their current one (i.e. 2). We thus come across the same
case as in Figure 2(a).

To avoid that replacing preferred parents is made by all the neighbors
which may lead to lower quality unstable paths, a parameter α ∈ {0, . . . , 10}
is introduced to control the trade-off between the number of disjoint paths and
their quality. As the path via the preferred parent is the best one according
to the adopted RPL objective function, changing to an alternate parent is not
always beneficial. Hence, it is required that the change only takes place if the
quality of the path via the alternate parent is above a specified threshold.
Upon the reception of a DIO with the a non zero flag field, an alternate parent
pull a random integer from {0, . . . , 9}. If it is less than α, then it keeps its
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preferred parent ; otherwise, it replaces it by the best alternate parent among
those with a different PID than its current PID. The parameter α controls the
mean ratio of the source alternate parents that have drawn to change their
preferred parent. The probability that an alternate parent changes its parent
is 1 − α/10. For instance, when α = 0, all the alternate parents change their
preferred parents to obtain a different PID. In a dense network where a node
is likely to have a large number of neighbors, it is more interesting to increase
the value of α as to bound the number of alternate parents that change their
preferred parent. Increasing the number of paths through preferred parents
substitution would lead to lower quality (possibly longer) paths which may
result in a decrease of the multipath overall performance. Let reconsider Figure
2(b). Assume that α is set to 5 and that nodes 4 and 6 pull 2 and 7 respectively,
then node 4 will keep its PID while node 6 will change its preferred parent
from 2 to 3. In this case, we obtain two disjoint paths instead of three. Further
analysis of DM-RPL behavior with respect to α and ∆ parameters is done
by simulation in Section 5.1. Algorithm 1 summarizes the main actions of
DM-RPL.

3.4 Discussion

To handle multimedia applications, one has to deal with the issue of band-
width scarcity in WSNs. Therefore, we considered the use of multiple disjoint
paths to obtain additional bandwidth. Also, multipath routing distributes the
communication load on a larger number of nodes. This results in a more even
energy consumption which may increase the network lifetime. Lastly, multi-
path allows multimedia traffic to be prioritized on a per-path based strat-
egy. Compared to non-disjoint (opportunistic) multipath, disjointness requires
more information to be satisfied. The probability of finding disjoint paths is
lower, which requires a minimal network density. In sparse networks, finding
disjoint paths is more difficult. When multiple routes are not available, the
source simply uses the RPL path and thus operates in degraded mode.

The main idea in this work is to take advantage of a tree structure to build
disjoint paths to meet the bandwidth needs of a multimedia application. The
tree structure allows for small-state routing. Instead of implementing from
scratch all the operations required to build and maintain the tree structure,
we chose to use the DODAG structure provided by RPL. Any other tree-base
protocol could have been used. RPL is chosen since it is considered as the de
facto IoT routing protocol. Improving RPL is a hot research topic, more and
more efforts are made to allow for IoMT using RPL (Section 2).

3.4.1 DM-RPL Cost

As DM-RPL builds on an already existing routing protocol, we consider here
the additional cost incurred by our multipath protocol with respect to RPL in
terms of both communication and processing overhead. In DM-RPL, there is
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Algorithm 1: DM-RPL
Data:
x is this node and Π(x) is its parents set;
π(x) ∈ Π(x) is the x’s preferred parent. Let Π∗(x) = Π(x)− π(x);
∆ ≥ 2, the minimum number of DIO a source receives before entering the DM-RPL
disjoint paths discovery procedure;
α ∈ 0..10, a trade-off parameter that mainly controls the replacement of the
preferred parent;
Each regular node maintains an additional field PID for each parent entry in the
neighbors table. This is referred to as y.PID for y ∈ Π(x);

Result: Two disjoint paths for a given source. The generalization to more paths is
straightforward

The root broadcasts the initial DIO message with DIO.PID ← 0 and
DIO.flag ← 0;

Upon the reception of a DIO :
handle the DIO as in default RPL
if π(x) = r then // I am a subroot

broadcast the DIO with DIO.PID ← x

if π(x) 6= r then // I am a regular node

if DIO.flag = 0 then
broadcast the DIO as it is : DIO.PID field set to this node subroot

else // Enter the DM-RPL disjoint paths discovery procedure

pull a random integer number rdm ∈ 0..9 ;
if rdm ≥ α then

let y∗ be the best parent of x in Π∗(x) with y.PID 6= x.PID, then
π(x)← y∗;

broadcast the next DIO with DIO.PID ← y∗.P ID

A source (regular) node willing to transmit data using multipath :
The first path is the one that follows the preferred parent i.e. via π(x);
countDIO ← 1;
if ∃y ∈ Π∗(x) with y.PID 6= x.PID then

choose the best parent y∗ to be the next hop for the second disjoint path
else

wait for a new DIO;
countDIO ← countDIO + 1;
if countDIO < ∆ then

if ∃y ∈ Π∗(x) with y.PID 6= x.PID then
choose the best y∗ to be the next hop for the second disjoint path

else // Trigger DM-RPL disjoint paths discovery procedure
broadcast the next DIO with DIO.flag ← π(x)
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no additional messages since we make use of the already existing DIO messages.
Moreover, no extra fields are added, the flag and two unused 1-byte fields in
the DIO message are used to store the flag and the PID required for the
effective operation of DM-RPL. Additional processing is limited to the ”DM-
RPL disjoint paths discovery procedure” triggered every ”∆” DIO messages
whenever the current configuration does not allow for the required number of
paths. The source has to maintain and update a counter. The procedure is then
executed by the source’s alternate parents with a probability 1 − α/10. This
gives an idea on the frequency of performing such a procedure that remains
of a limited complexity since it consists in invoking a function that chooses
the second best parent in the parents list. Simulation based results presented
in Section 5.1 give other elements to get more insight on the frequency of this
procedure.

3.4.2 Routes Maintenance

As DM-RPL builds on RPL, the former relies on the latter maintenance and
repairing strategies. This motivated extending RPL instead of implementing
a new tree-based multipath routing protocol. To maintain the DODAG struc-
ture, repair mechanisms are provided by RPL. For instance, when a node
detects a network inconsistency, it can trigger a local repair that consists in
urgently finding a backup path without trying to repair the whole DODAG.
In some circumstances, a global repair can be initiated by the DODAG root.
Note that due to network dynamics, transient periods where paths disjointness
cannot be guaranteed may occur. Hence, built paths are subject to changes
since they have to follow the DODAG structure. With respect to disjoint mul-
tipath maintenance, it is the responsibility of the source to ensure that the
used parents always belong to different subtrees.

3.4.3 Multiple Sources

The main focus of DM-RPL is to propose multiple disjoint paths for one source
in a DODAG structure. The protocol can be generalized to multiple sources
using some additional mechanisms that have to be effective while being of low
cost. One solution consists in isolating each already used subtree as proposed
in [23]. This being said, one can relax inter-session disjointness as to reduce
the associated overhead. Instead, one can rely on an appropriate objective
function that avoids overloaded nodes. The OF we chose in our performance
evaluation is based on ETX that tends to avoid overloaded nodes and less
quality links.

4 Priority-based Low Complexity Visual Data Reduction

Authors of [5] have shown that using multiple routes allows doubling the over-
all throughput. Nevertheless, a descent video quality was difficult to obtain
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even when capturing and transmitting at only 6 fps a gray-scale low resolu-
tion video compressed using MPEG-4. This is due to the limited capacity of an
LLN network. Even with multiple paths, it is still difficult to provide enough
bandwidth to meet the needs of data intensive applications that are often en-
countered in the IoMT. Having sensors to deliver all the visual data captured
is inefficient and should be avoided. Therefore, in-network data reduction is
definitely needed to reduce transmissions. As mentioned earlier, MPEG-4 is
not adapted to low power video sensors. Not even the low complexity JPEG
still image compression algorithm. This is mostly driven by the discrete cosine
transform (DCT) step [33,36]. In order to accommodate the limited computa-
tional capabilities of low-power video sensors, we suggest using a priority-based
low complexity image compression method [22].

A captured frame is encoded as a main (M) or a secondary frame (S). An
M-frame is intra-coded and an S-frame is inter-coded where only the difference
with the previous M-frame is encoded. The choice between M and S encoding
depends on a parameter, g, we call the GOP coefficient. If the mean square
error (MSE) with respect to the previous M-frame is less than g2, then the
frame is S-encoded ; otherwise, it is M-encoded. Note that if g = 0 then we
get all M-frames. Raising its value produces more S-frames which reduces the
data transmission rate. A lossless entropy encoding is applied at the last step
for both M- and S-frames.

4.1 Main Frame Encoding

Figure 3a shows the steps of encoding an M-frame. The image is first decom-
posed into 8 × 8 blocks. Then, a fast pruned DCT called binDCT-C [18] is
applied on each block with a triangular pattern [25]. Only coefficients located
at the upper left triangle of side length ρ ≤ 8 are considered. This is done
to reduce the DCT computational complexity as well as the amount of data
to encode and transmit. The resulting DCT block coefficients are quantized
using the JPEG standard quantization matrix. A quality factor (QF) that al-
lows adjusting the quantization matrix values can be adjusted to control the
trade-off between the compression rate and the obtained quality. The resulting
block is then linearized following a zigzag scan and a priority mechanism is
implemented. Since the useful signal information is concentrated in the lower
DCT coefficients, we propose to divide each block coefficients into two levels.
The highest priority level is composed of the DC component (b11) and the
following two AC components (b12 and b21). The remaining coefficients of the
block are put in the low priority level.

4.2 Secondary Frame Encoding

As shown in Figure 3b, the difference between the current frame and the
previous M-frame is divided into 8×8 blocks. Then, a MOS-based prioritization
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Input image

8× 8 block ρ-BIN DCT Quantisation Prioritisation Entropy coding

Compressed imageQuantisation Table

QFρ b11 b12 b13 b14

b21 b22 b23

b31 b32

b41

level 0 : b11 b12 b21
level 1 : b31 b22 b13 b14 b23 b32 b41

(a) M-frame

Input image

Difference frame 8 × 8 block
MOS-based

prioritization
Thresholding Entropy coding

Compressed image

MS PSNR Priority MOS if lost

< 13 > 37 4 Excellent
]13, 51] ]31, 37] 3 Good
]51, 205] ]25, 31] 2 Fair
]205, 650] ]20, 25] 1 Poor
> 650 < 20 0 Bad

σ θ

(b) S-frame

Fig. 3: Low-complexity Compression Scheme

scheme is performed on each difference block d. Based on its mean square
MS =

∑
d2ij/64, a mapping is established to characterize the quality we would

obtain if this block is lost. For instance, the highest priority is given to blocks
with MS > 650. If such a block is lost, then when reconstructed based on
the previous M-encoded block, it will obtain a bad quality with a PSNR <
20 dB. To further save video sensors and network resources, a thresholding is
applied on the obtained blocks where values less than θ, a threshold similarity
parameter, are simply zeroed.

4.3 Frames Reconstruction at the Sink

Data reduction combined to multipath transmission do not avoid data packet
losses due to the constrained nature of our target network. When the Sink
reconstructs the images based on the received packets, bands of damaged pixels
appear. In order to fill in the lost pixels in an image, we propose to benefit
from a digital inpainting algorithm. We adopted the simple and fast algorithm
of Telea [37] based on the fast marching method for level set applications.
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5 Performance Evaluation

To conduct our performance evaluation using both simulation and real exper-
imentation, we extended the Contiki 3.0 implementation of RPL [10]. Real
video clip transmission is emulated through the use of traffic trace file (st-
packet) generated by SenseVid [22], a tool for QoE video transmission eval-
uation in WSN. The RPL-UDP sender application is modified to enable the
transmission of packets according to the instructions (from the traffic trace
file) received via the serial connection. Similarly, the receiver modules is mod-
ified to enable the retrieve, via the serial connection, the list of received pack-
ets to store in a receiver trace file (rt-packet). SenseVid, based on the list of
received packets, reconstructs the images considering the experienced losses.
QoE video related measures are computed. The PSNR between the original
captured image and the received, possibly distorted frame is given by :

PSNR = 20 log
Vpeak
MSE

where Vpeak is the maximum possible pixel value. The SSIM metric based
on the degradation of structural information allows measuring the similarity
between the captured frame and the received one. It assumes that the human
visual perception is highly adapted for extracting structural information from
a scene [41] :

SSIM =
2µxµy + C1

µ2
x + µ2

y + C1
× 2σxσy + C2

σ2
x + σ2

y + C2
× σxy + C2/2

σxσy + C2/2

where x and y are non negative image signals, µx, σx and µy, σy are the
mean and standard deviation of x and y respectively. σxy is the sample cross-
covariance between x and y. C1 = 6.5025 and C2 = 58.5225. In addition to
the QoE metrics, we consider in our performance evaluation, traditional QoS
metrics such as energy and PDR (packet delivery ratio). Each experiment is
repeated at least 20 times to avoid fluctuation.

To get insight into the performances of our disjoint multipath extension, we
made extensive simulations using Cooja [30], the Contiki network simulator.
We began by studying some properties of our multipath discovery procedure
with respect to its parameters α and ∆. Then, the performances of DM-RPL
are assessed with respect to standard RPL. Finally, real time video frames
transmission is considered in real testbed experiments.

5.1 Preliminary Analysis

In order to get some insights into the behavior of DM-RPL with respect to
the required time to obtain additional paths and their number, we performed
simulations using a random topology of 25 sensor nodes distributed in a square
area of side 120m. The propagation model is a Unit Disk Graph Model with a
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Fig. 4: DM-RPL parameters (α and ∆) impact

transmission range of 45m which results in a mean degree (number of neigh-
bors) of 3.2 for each node. Despite the fact that our multipath protocol allows
to build more paths, with such a density, we used only two paths to be able to
perform a sufficient number of experiments. The source node obtained at least
2 paths in more than 50% of the simulations for ∆ = 5. When the DM-RPL
disjoint path discovery procedure is triggered, the source is able to get at least
2 paths in all the simulations when α = 0. When α is increased to 3, 5 and 7,
the source gets at least 2 paths in 88%, 76% and 53% of cases respectively.

Figure 4 shows using box plots the required time to get the second path
when the DM-RPL disjoint discovery procedure is triggered for different values
of ∆ and α. The number of built paths is depicted using black squares when
α is varied. As expected, the number of paths decreases when α is increased.
Moreover, the required time to get a second path increases with ∆. Although
in half of the cases, this delay remains below 50 sec, it can rise to high val-
ues. Note that this delay bounds (minimum and maximum values) depend on
the min/max DIO intervals set to their default values (4 sec and 17.5 min,
respectively) in our simulations. When these latter are set to lower values,
we can consider rising ∆. In order to reduce the convergence time, one can
consider the use of the DIS-Trickle mechanism in a selective (both temporal
and spatial) way to accelerate the convergence of the multipath routing.

5.2 Simulation Results

In this section, Cooja simulations are performed with the aim of comparing
DM-RPL using two paths with default RPL. In cooja, the least significant
bytes of the IPv6 address are set to the ID of a node that corresponds to
the order in which the node was created. To designate a disjoint path, we use
as a PID, the ID of the corresponding subroot. The sent traffic corresponds
to 25 gray-scale images (giving a frame capture rate of 2 fps) extracted from
the 300 frames that composes the hall monitor video clip [39]. To further fit
the LLN limited capacity, we consider down-sampling the images to 128× 128
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Table 1: Simulation Parameters

Operating system Contiki OS Packet max. payload 128 Bytes
Sensors type Tmote Sky Transport protocol UDP
Number of sensors 25 Routing protocol RPL, DM-RPL (IPv6)
Area 120 m× 120 m DIO min/max intervals 4 sec/17.5 min
Transmission range 45m RPL objective function MRHOF
Interference range 50m DM-RPL default param. ∆ = 5, α = 3

MAC CSMA Radio Duty Cycling ContikiMAC
Channel check rate 128 Hz

Video duration 12 seconds Quality Factor 20
Frame resolution 128x128 DCT Triangular (ρ = 8) BIN DCT
Frames per second 2 Number of priority levels 1, 2
Number of frames 25 Entropy coder Exponential-Golomb (EG)

resolution. In these simulations, all the captured images are encoded inde-
pendently of each other (M-encoded). We consider two main scenarios. First,
all the packets get the same priority and are sent without differentiation. In
the second scenario, two levels of priority are used and packets with higher
priority are sent twice by the source, each on one path in the case of DM-
RPL. A contention-based CSMA MAC protocol is used to avoid collisions. At
a higher layer, the OF when appropriately chosen can also play a role in avoid-
ing packet losses. We considered the MRHOF in this work. Table 1 summarizes
the simulation parameters.

Figures 5a-5b show respectively the distribution and mean PDR obtained
by RPL (1-path) and DM-RPL (2-path) for one (l1) and two (l2) priority
levels when the transmission rate is varied from 1 to 5 packets per second
(pps). While the mean PDR decreases for all scenarios, we note that with
two priority levels, we obtain better performances in both RPL and DM-RPL.
This is due to the replication of a subset of the data packets which results in
an improved reliability. Besides, using two paths allows obtaining higher PDR
with or without replication. DM-RPL allows getting more bandwidth thanks
to data splitting on two disjoint paths. We observe that the priority-based
scenario coupled with multipath routing obtains the highest PDR with values
more concentrated around the median.

Figures 5c-5f depict the quality of the received images as reconstructed
by SenseVid considering the experienced packet losses. When the transmis-
sion rate is low as 1 pps which results in a very low loss rate, we note that
the obtained quality is close to that of the transmitted (reference) frames
mainly for DM-RPL. Note that the reference PSNR and SSIM are respec-
tively 34.0920 dB and 0.9629. When the transmission rate is increased the
quality deteriorates due to the experienced losses. We observe, however that
the quality is improved when higher priority packets are replicated (l2) regard-
less of the number of used paths. This is more noticeable when two paths are
used. In fact, we observe that the minimum quality obtained using DM-RPL
with two priorities is always higher than the maximum quality obtained by
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one path and one priority. Paths diversity reduces losses and important visual
data success transmission is likely to be maximized with replication of higher
priority packets.

Figure 6 shows visual samples of frame 22 with the corresponding PSNR
and SSIM when transmitted at 4 pps. The rightmost one is the reference frame
transmitted by the source. The other images are those received by the Sink
when using the different transmission scenarios. We observe that the image
that corresponds to the first scenario (1 path and 1 priority level) is useless.
When using 2 paths along with replication of higher priority packets, we are
able to distinguish the man walking in the corridor.

Finally, to get some insight on the impact of our transmission strategies
on energy, we represent the distribution and mean values of the consumed
power by the radio for transmission. Figures 5g-5h show that transmitting at
a higher rate consumes more energy especially when only one path is used.
More interesting, we observe, for higher data rates, a significant increase in
power consumption when replication is used with RPL while it remains mostly
the same with DM-RPL. Our multipath protocol allows obtaining the lowest
energy expenditure especially for high data rates. This is mainly due to the
absence of retransmissions due to an improved reliability as shown by PDR
curves.

5.3 Experimental Results

In this section, we compare DM-RPL to default RPL by focusing on the impact
of increasing images frequency capture on their real time transmission. To do
so and coping with the limitations of the used sensors, we consider the trans-
mission of only 9 to 18 gray-scale images of the hall monitor video. Moreover,
we lower the quality factor to 5. To further reduce the data transmission rate
as shown in Table 2, we include some S-frames by setting the GOP coefficient
g to 15. σ is set to zero so only their highest priority level data are encoded and
transmitted. The threshold similarity θ is set to 1. All the resulting packets
are assigned the same priority level.

Our real experiments are made using IoT-LAB [1], an open experimen-
tal IoT testbed composed of thousands of nodes distributed over six sites in
France. We made use of 15 M3 open nodes1 located at the F4 corridor of
Grenoble site. In order to be able to find disjoint paths in DM-RPL, we need
to propagate downward the PID that must uniquely designate each subroot in
the DODAG. We used in our implementation, the last two bytes of the IPv6
address of each subroot. The PID uniqueness is guaranteed since only these
bytes are varied in the IPv6 address assignment and sub-netting in IoT-LAB
testbeds. The unused 7th (Flags) and 8th (Reserved) bytes of the DIO packet
are chosen to constitute the PID field. We access the IoT-LAB testbed using
provided command-line tools and retrieve our experiments results using serial

1 https://www.iot-lab.info/docs/boards/iot-lab-m3/

https://www.iot-lab.info/docs/boards/iot-lab-m3/
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Fig. 5: Simulation results
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(a) Reference
PSNR 34.244
SSIM 0.9620

(b) l1 1-path
17.315
0.6650

(c) l1 2-path
22.416
0.7940

(d) l2 1-path
20.841
0.7610

(e) l2 2-path
24.030
0.8400

Fig. 6: Sample images for frame 22 when transmitted at 4 packets per second.

Table 2: Transmitted video characteristics (IoT-LAB)

Images ref. PSNR (dB) ref. SSIM compression (bpp) bit rate (Kbps) packets to send Frames sequence
number g = 0 g = 15 g = 0 g = 15 g = 0 g = 15 g = 0 g = 15 g = 0 g = 15 when g = 15

9 29.50 28.52 0.9081 0.8980 0.66 0.57 7.8 6.73 99 90 MMMMSMSMS
12 29.50 28.81 0.9010 0.8997 0.66 0.57 10.40 8.98 132 116 MMMMMSMMSMSM
15 29.50 28.05 0.9077 0.8959 0.66 0.52 13.01 10.32 165 140 MSMMMMSMSMSMSSM
18 29.51 28.31 0.9078 0.8960 0.66 0.51 15.6 11.94 198 162 MSMMMSMSSMSMSMSSMM

SSH
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om.

> rt-p
acke

t

serial com.< st-packet

Fig. 7: IoT-lab Experiment Setup and Interface with SenseVid.

ports. Figure 7 shows how transmission instructions based on st-packet file are
given to the source (node 207) that sends in a real time the captured images
to the root (node 240). A possible tree structure is also shown where the links
are those connecting each node to its preferred parent.

Figure 8a shows the mean PDR obtained when RPL and DM-RPL are
used to send the two sequences of frames (g0 and g15). We observe that the
PDR decreases when the number of images to transmit is increased. This was
expected since the data rate transmission is increased. DM-RPL outperforms
RPL in terms of PDR whatever the transmission rate. Reducing the trans-
mission rate by inter-coding some frames (g = 15) allows achieving higher
PDR with respect to the case where all frames are intra-coded (g = 0). This
observation applies for both RPL and DM-RPL.
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Fig. 8: IoT-LAB experimental results

Figure 8b depicts the mean consumed power for the different schemes as
a function of the number of captured frames. Compared to RPL, DM-RPL
consumes lower amount of energy. This is the consequence of traffic load bal-
ancing when using DM-RPL. Lower packet losses are experienced and thus
reducing the amount of MAC level retransmissions. This translates in lower
energy consumption.

Figures 8c-8f show mean and distribution plots of the obtained PSNR and
SSIM of the received images by the Sink. Triangles in the box plot depict
the reference PSNR and SSIM. Data reduction due to the introduction of S-
frames brings lower image quality with respect to the use of only M-frames
as shown by the reference PSNR and SSIM in Table 2. We note that the
quality is lowered when increasing the transmission rate. The images quality
is still fair (PSNR > 20) for all schemes when the number of frames does not
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(a) Reference
PSNR 29.530
SSIM 0.907

(b) 1-path, g0
20.180
0.747

(c) 2-path, g0
22.185
0.802

(d) 1-path, g15
19.819
0.767

(e) 2-path, g15
24.319
0.850

Fig. 9: Sample images for frame 3 when 12 frames are captured.

exceed 12. Using two paths with more data reduction (2-path, g15) allows an
acceptable quality even for the highest transmission rate. Note that thanks to
data reduction, received images quality is better when g = 15 compared to
g = 0 even if the corresponding reference values are higher in the latter case.
Figure 9 shows the third transmitted frame when 12 images are captured
and transmitted with samples of the same frame as received by the Sink for
the different evaluated schemes. Observing the pictures confirms that data
reduction strategy is profitable mainly when two paths are used where both
PSNR and SSIM are improved.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, a disjoint multipath extension of RPL called DM-RPL is pro-
posed as well as a low complexity data reduction at the video source as an
attempt to support multimedia traffic in low-power and lossy networks. Paths
disjointness is guaranteed at the source before starting transmission without
incurring additional overhead. Moreover, an intra-frame priority mechanism
is implemented at the encoding and packetization steps. At the Sink side, an
inpainting algorithm is used to allow recovering lost pixels.

We carried out experiments using both simulation and real WSN testbed
along with real video clip transmission. We considered both QoS (packet deliv-
ery ratio and energy) and QoE (PSNR and SSIM) to assess the performance of
our proposal mainly compared to standard RPL. We proposed to replicate high
priority packets which are sent on two paths. Our results show that using two
paths along with the priority mechanism achieves the highest performances.
On the one hand, multiple paths allow to gain more bandwidth when com-
pared to one path. On the other hand, highest priority packets delivery ratio
is improved which results in reconstructed images with better quality. Energy
expenditure is also reduced.

Despite the obtained results, there is still room for improvement regarding
the QoE from the received images. As a future work, we expect to improve
the rate-distortion efficiency of our compression strategy while remaining low-
complex. Transmission strategies involving interleaving techniques along with
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advanced deep learning methods for image reconstruction with denoising and
supperresolution are under study. Regarding the multipath routing algorithm,
we expect to leverage the DIS-Trickle mechanism to accelerate the discovery
process of additional paths. The case of inter-session paths disjointness needs to
be addressed. A more in-depth theoretical analysis of DM-RPL is to be carried
out. This is mainly to get more formal proofs of our protocol correctness and
complexity as well as studying the impact of its different parameters. Moreover,
we plan to conduct more extensive simulations to assess the scalability of DM-
RPL to large networks and the impact of network density and dynamics on
its performance as well as the impact of adding more paths as to deduce their
optimal number with possible presence of multiple sources.
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